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chapter 12

Battles of Nostalgic Proportion: The
Transformations of Islam-as-Historical-Force in the
Ideological Matrix of a Self-Affirming ‘West’

Isa Blumi

Over a period thatmost likely begins in the 1920s and continues to the summer
of 2016, processes in the Middle East have taken certain discursive forms and
structural directions that invite us to evoke Louis Althusser in new ways. The
ascendency – ‘out of nowhere’ – of Daʿish (isis, isil, Islamic State, or Islamic
Caliphate) in the Syrian/Iraqi desert since the spring of 2014 has taken this
long process to the centre stage of mainstream media and academic portals.1
A seemingly unstoppable force of hardened ‘fanatics’, whose intolerance of
human spiritual ‘difference’ is (suspiciously) put on conspicuous display byway
of beheadings and crucifixions, seems to mark a new phase in what may be
called a perpetual Euro-American project.2 As suggested below, by reconsid-
ering Political Islam as but a product of would-be hegemons’ long-cultivated
programme of full-spectrum domination (on the cheap), it may be possible
to finally bring Althusser’s investigations into ideology and its relation to how
human subjects internalise modern power in the 1960s and 1970s to bear on
Middle East/Islamic studies. Throughout this chapter, it is my intention to ini-
tiate what will eventually be a longer investigation into how Althusser’s inter-
ventions may help characterise media constructions of the past twenty years –
a period that saw the rise of a generic ‘Islamic Terrorist’ supplant the more
ideologically complicated Arab Nationalist, Palestinian freedom fighter, anti-

1 For some critical assessments on both the origins of Daʿish, as a Saudi project (with close co-
ordinationwith the cia andMossad), see http://www.al-akhbar.com/node/213722 and http://
english.al-akhbar.com/content/why-isis-threat-saudi-arabia-wahhabism%E2%80%99s
-deferred-promise.

2 This fabricationof aneat ‘clash’with Islamic civilisation evokesnotions of primordial hostility
to all things ‘Western’ that are only possible to argue in the media frenzy concocted at times
of severe public anxiety. For various recent efforts to tie the long-term strategic concerns of
powerful interests in the so-called ‘West’ andwith the rise of a violent Islamic order, see http://
www.globalresearch.ca/wiping-out-the-christians-of-syria-and-iraq-to-remap-the-mid-east
-prerequisite-to-a-clash-of-civilizations-ii/5394356.
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imperialist guerrilla – as part of a project to gain unprecedented leverage over
resource rich regions like theMiddle East. In evoking Althusser to work for this
larger project in such a way, it is hoped that the following not only highlights
the enduring utility of his work on thinking about power, but also frees the
discussion on contemporary affairs from the very mechanisms of ideological
obfuscation that have led so many observers to abandon analytical tools once
deemed useful during the still relevant struggle against global capitalism prior
to the 1990s. In sum, Althusser may help us resurrect the necessary scepticism
of a world concocted from the bowels of Euro-American capitalism.

1 Enter Islam (… and Russia)

Often treated as an analytical monolith, the ‘rise’, ‘return’, or eternal ubiquity
of Islam as ‘theWest’s’ existential threat has inhabited – like a virus some say –
the analysis of events in the ‘Muslimworld’ since the nineteenth century. These
ill-defined regions constitute both the ‘near’ and the ‘far’ of the Euro-American
‘world’ and the geographical representation of manufactured collective fears
that has for two centuries confined the parameters of all debate on what con-
stitutes ‘theWest’ and ‘the rest’. Serving as the quintessential binary opposite of
a dichotomous, and, yes, Hegelian, construct of ‘civilization’, Islam is thus best
read as themodern state’s ideal marker. Like a line in the sand, Islam as a polit-
ical, ideological, and epistemological project defines the limits of the ‘freedom’
which propagandists claim ‘Europe’ and ‘theWest’ secured with the Enlighten-
ment.3

Like a gift from heaven, twentieth-century Islam, formulated to perform
ideological tasks requisite in those same modern states that intoxicated the
masses with nationalism (and team sports), serves as the crucial juxtaposition
between an ideal ‘West’ and its necessarymirror opposite.Why the need for the
binary opposite to cast this terrifying shadow over an often asserted ascendant,
nay victorious,Western project? For asmuch as theWestern teleology purports
to penetrate the subconscious of a state’s subject’s practical existence, as an

3 And yet, this ‘Western project’, often framed in the context of Modernity, proves but a myth
itself, a programme of power consolidation around states that are precariously teetering on
the brink of bankruptcy as central banks pump endless amounts of debt intomoribund post-
industrial economies. Without some intermediary element to either distract increasingly
flustered subject peoples or reanimate themilitary-industrial/financial complex synonymous
to ‘the West’ since the nineteenth century, the collapse of this mechanism seems guaran-
teed.
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episteme that seemingly inspires and animates this historical era we call Mod-
ernity, the West constitutes rules of practice that are not so entirely clear in
societies faced with the contradictions of capitalism. In other words, there is
no self-evident effective ‘historicism’ that successfully orientates the victims
(and anticipated facilitators) of exploitative capitalist Modernity.4

As such, the dialectical role of Islam, as the ideal, clear threat to a still
indeterminate foundational myth of Western ascendency, is critical to inter-
preting the rise of the Modern world and, more crucially, its modern subject.
The pervasive expression of ‘Islam’ in popular media and serious scholarship
throughout the last century (but especially pronounced with the surfacing of
short-cut references like al-Qaʾida or Daʿish) ushers in interesting new possibil-
ities to think about Althusser as a crucial tool for interpreting the fundaments
of the world. In this sense, the following chapter explores how an ‘East’ and
‘West’ binary popular first in the Victorian era has played out in predictable
ways over and over again in the media-driven discourse of the long twentieth
century.5

These media of information, driving home in perfect harmony with state-
elite ambitions for ideological penetration, inform our interpretive range in
respect to global affairs, political economy, culture, and ethics. A direct con-
sequence for the inhabitants of the so-called Middle East is that they face a
plethora of challenges today that as much disaggregate as unite them politic-
ally, culturally, andmost certainly, ideologically. They have collectively become
the product of an Orwellian construct, in which their convoluted and nuanced
relationship with their faith in God and its human prophets serves as the ideal
‘other’ to an imagined ‘Western’ polity constantly bombarded with the most
pernicious and racist fear-mongering by the corporate media. Again, regard-
less of their own vehement opposition to the operative ‘Daʿish’ or ‘Wahhabism’
(modern doctrines far from universally embraced by the world’s Muslims),
their very association by popular decree via the media leaves them serving as
targets for new forms of intimidation.

4 Drawing on Gramsci, who in turn cultivates Benedetto Croce’s utilisation of religion as a
measure of the normative roles that religion plays in the ‘norms of life’, wemay do the easiest
exercise of supplanting ‘religion’ in a reading of Marx with a more concise object of analysis:
the Islam of 2015. See Althusser and Balibar 1970, pp. 142–3, n. 17.

5 Starting with Walter Lippmann and Edward Bernays as the key advocates for full spectrum
indoctrination, and ending with Google and Facebook as the ideal tools, the period from the
1890s –Yellow Journalism– to the rise of ‘socialmedia’marks a critical juncture inpropaganda
dissemination. Althusser’s Ideological State Apparatus (isa) gains new importance in such
settings dominated by Twitter accounts and YouTube instant access links.
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Crucially, it is clear that the self-associated ‘Western’ subject is not entirely
reliable in the process. In other words, the targeted audience of this fear-
mongering is ideologically marginal on other plains of association in the mod-
ern world. The financial crises since 2007 remind the ‘masses’ that their long-
term interests are not so clearly linked to the continued success of the appar-
atus within which their universe is shaped by way of media. The target audi-
ence, in other words, is far from complicit in the constant project of reifying
the legitimacy of the ruling oligarchy emerging since the nineteenth century.
It is in this context that Daʿish surfaces in its current form; in the end, through
Althusser, we realise that the very victims of the exploitative forms of produc-
tion, in both the ‘West’ and the ‘rest’, through a series of processes, uninten-
tionally reassert their own subjugation by accepting Islamic Jihadism/Daʿish
as a historic force.

2 The Origins of the Euro-American Nightmare: A Kingdom in the
Desert

At the heart of this ‘story’ (and how conveniently it reads like one) is the
seemingly atypical extension of modern state power to the ‘Kingdom’ of Saudi
Arabia (henceforth ksa). Crucially, ksa is best understood as a product of its
political context, one in whichmodern-state building concerns applied during
the fall of the Ottoman Empire ushered in a new era of Euro-American rivalries
over the twentieth century’s greatest strategic asset: oil. At the core of the Saudi
state’s claim to legitimacy, first propped up by the British in the 1910s and later
by the United States from the 1930s onwards, is an ideological construct. It is
a ‘Kingdom’ that rests on a mythologised role of one branch of the Ibn Saʾud
family which embraced the chance to take the side of the British in its ‘Great
Power’ struggle over Arabia. In the process, as ksa expanded territorially to
occupy by the 1920s the symbolically essential location of the ‘holy cities’ of
Mecca andMedina, it transformed ideologically to become a dynasty of global
import. As ‘guardians’ of the holy cities of ‘Islam’, ksa reconstituted an idealised
past that has moved beyond reconstituting the state around the last Prophet,
Muhammad, to forging amutually beneficial project of state building in which
Euro-American capital props up an otherwise farcical, cartoon character of a
regime, and vice versa.

Intimately linked to the rise of British imperialism in the ‘Islamic world’
since the nineteenth century, the Salafist advocates of resurrecting the model
‘Islamic’ community have matured into ideologues whose formulas of social
interaction and political engagement prove to be a uniquely twentieth-century
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state building project. In many interpretive hands, this theological state has
mastered the crucial role of ‘guardian’ of Islam; considering how consistently
Western media resorts to reminding us of ksa’s unique role as such, it is clear
such an interpretation takes onmore than a slight strategic importance within
certain circles.

What has empowered this ‘Wahhabism’, however, is not exclusively the force
of its message presumably embraced by ‘Muslims’ throughout the world; it
is also the power dynamics created by the beneficial alliances from which it
feeds. This conglomerate of allies constitutes both members of a ‘royal’ family,
their ‘local’ apologists, like-minded ‘Muslim fundamentalists’, and an import-
ant group of enabling alliances ruling over the quasi-fascist states of Britain,
France, and theUnited States.What unites this seemingly impossible alliance is
a collective desire to assure amonopoly on both the oil and themeans of finan-
cing its extraction, refinement, distribution, and consumption. In this context,
a critical feature of thepresumably quintessentially Islamic (Saudi/Qatari) doc-
trine of Wahhabism is its distinctly modern ideological function.

Considering Althusser below, we may draw comparisons to any other ideo-
logical project in the modern world. So crucial is the ideological thrust of this
Saudi-Wahhabi doctrine that legitimises the very presence of an ‘authentic’ and
uniquely ‘pure’ practice of faith that an army of generously rewarded academ-
ics and media stars must infuse a rhetorical association with this state at the
expense of all the contingent associations people have with their faith (even
Sunnis).6 So corrupted is the discourse on ‘Islam’ today that the campaign to
associate exclusively the ksa with Islam, and by now Islam with terrorism,
makes it possible to erase the entire history of Islamic practice – from the vast
cultural heritage of the world’s great Muslim empires to the dynamic legal tra-
ditions of the ‘schools’ of thought – from the analytical toolset available to those
purportedly armed with unique expertise in the field of Islamic terrorism.7

6 For a complex readingof the spiritual (anddoctrinal) variety that even loyalists toWahhabism
experienced prior to the twentieth century, see Haj 2009.

7 It is truly a unique time in the history of humanity. At the centre of Daʿish (and Wahhabi)
practice is the goal of physically removing all evidence of the cultural and doctrinal diversity
among Muslims. Hence, all shrines used for centuries by local communities in Syria, Libya,
Iraq, the Balkans and Central Asia have been bulldozed or blown up. The practice of treating
the centuries of diverse Islamic intellectual heritages as ‘corrupt’ serves a double purpose in
that this ploy not only establishesmore firmly the ideological narrative of the Saudi-Wahhabi
project, but also removes all evidence that any contestation of it ever existed. This results
in the particularly modern claim of exclusivity, perhaps the naturalising of a possible Saudi
ideological claim, one that at once assumes a universality that, like modernity in the ‘West’,
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As noted throughout, this ksa project – as a state, and the foundational
myth on which it and its Euro-American allies rely to construct a neat binary
world storymanifesting today in the form of Daʿish ‘terrorism’ – is exclusively a
product of amodern nation state. It is the ksa, posited as some idealised recon-
stitution of a medieval ‘first Muslim polity’, which is in fact able as a modern
state to operate within an ideological matrix virtually uncontested; armed, it
is true, with heavy dosages of ‘Western’ military advisors who perpetuate the
dynasty with repression by helping suppress dissent. Equally important is the
oil money reinvested to infuse the larger world, through the various ‘ideolo-
gical state apparatuses’ available to this quintessentially modern enterprise,
with the necessary discursive tools to help orientate both ‘Muslims’ and ‘infi-
dels’ trapped in this oppressive apparatus.

From indignant remarks about the cruel punishments it is thought to
ordain/sanction, to angst-ridden lamentations about its ‘creeping’ into Europe
and North America, many appear to be fixated on this seemingly self-evident
concept of ‘Islam-as-terrorism’. It is a seemingly contradictory (paradoxical)
intersection of medieval values andmodern state capacities that seems to best
framewhat the ascendant isis (Daʿish) constitutes. Behind this kind of scholar-
ship are the ‘romantic’ (perhaps fantastical) but ahistorical notions of a mono-
lithic Islamic culture to which Daʿish pays homage and an equally reductive
modular West. In ‘Islam’ and its necessary equation with ksa and/or Daʿish,
life is fused with faith, an inseparable relationship that is unique to the region
where ‘religion’ is expected to remain central and thus the defining feature of
those who inhabit it. Seeing that religion is commonly perceived to advocate
values contrary to those ofWestern development, the ‘IslamicWorld’ is thought
to be forever incapable of achieving the goals of modernity (a source of con-
stant frustration for ‘modern’ peoples, be they ‘Europeans’ or not). And for the
newgenerationof ‘mujahidin’who joinDaʿish (or other equally unambiguously

proves to be timeless and thus essential. Crucial to the larger concerns in this chapter, the
assertion thatWahhabism is not a school of thought within Islam, but is Islam itself, becomes
a founding myth upon which the Saudi political elite and the Euro-American oligarchs
depend, a fact serving their narrow material interests. Framed by some as the ruling family’s
‘religious nationalism’, Wahhabism thus functions precisely the sameway as those ideologies
that create the ‘overdetermined’ subject in Althusser’s interventions. See al-Rasheed 2013,
p. 15. Another aspect of this functionalist ideological project is to lay the groundwork for
disseminating a discourse on Islam that aids in indoctrinating a completely different kind
of audience targeted by the same coalition of oligarchs: the ‘Western’ population. I pursue
this elaborative function of a mythological, generic ‘Islam’ disentangled from humanity and
our collective history, through Althusser.
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‘Islamic’ organisations) for entirely pious or material reasons (bearded men
from the Balkans are paid $65 a day for joining thewar in Syria), the neat juxta-
position of ‘pure’ Islam against ‘infidel’ non-Muslim orientations (a pretext in
countries inhabited by ‘Shiʾaʾ’ and Arab Christians for burning down libraries,
beheadings, and cannibalism, all caught onYouTube) proves to create precisely
the same kind of ‘interpellated’ subject so critical to recreating the exploitative
conditions that keep them subordinated to Euro-American capital.8

I propose that this ‘Islam’ associated with Daʿish and its Arabian surrogate
states is an essentially modern project that requires Althusser to understand
the extent of its utility to an assortment of interests keen on indoctrinating
both those terrorised by ‘terrorists’ and the ‘Muslim fanatics’ themselves. In
other words, for the modern exploitative regime to work in the larger world,
a neatly defined binary opposite like Islam, as reproduced in the ksa, serves
both the ideological needs of the ruling family inRiyadh, but also that of a Euro-
American ‘state’ that aspires to hegemonic authority over theworld’s resources.
At the centre of this relationship is the ‘overdetermined’ subject.9

8 The role of the repressive state apparatus is to ensure that actors obey the mechanisms that
oppress them (physically or otherwise), thereby establishing the conditions for the possible
‘reproduction of production’ to take place. It is here where the ruling elites’ ideology is
‘shielded’ from scrutiny and observation. Both the ‘terrorists’ and the ‘terrorised’, seemingly
at opposite ends of a civilisational clash, are left being the victims of the same hegemonic
ambitions of the elite. See Althusser 2014b, pp. 85–6. This is to say that the ideological state
apparatuses informing how we read the world’s events are ‘unified’, despite what appear at
first glance to be a set of contradictions. Beneath the ruling ‘ideology in dominance’ found in
even oppositional ideologies is the fact that they could be equally ‘interpellated’ in relation
to the central goals of the ruling oligarchs. See Althusser 2014b, pp. 261–70. It is in the concept
of the ideological state apparatuses and the explanation of the reproduction of the existing
relations of production by means of the hegemony of the dominant ideology that we may
best use Althusser here. For elaboration, see Resch 1992, pp. 215–18.

9 In this way, Althusser’s ‘overdetermination’ may be a way to understand the function of
Daʿish; overdetermination is the organisation of these kinds of individual contradictions,
those which pit men in beards seemingly against the ‘West’, where inmanyways they are one
and the same. Therefore, if we were to focus on one of these ‘contradictions’ and inspect the
actual relations that it reflects and embodies, we would decipher the entire matrix of power
which constitutes it. Put differently, overdetermination constitutes the cumulative effects of
social engineering by way of fusing racist epistemologies into various media tools. Another
way of seeing it is that the protagonists in this story of ‘Islam’ versus the ‘West’ overshadow the
way in which economic determinations animate most people’s fears/anger in this post-2008
world byway of property and stockmarket bubbles puffed up by endless ‘quantitative easing’.
For Althusser, the uneven development of the socio-economic structure in conjunctures such
as these is the real human context that produces diverse polities of action who in the end, by
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To Althusser, an ideology that aims to mobilise a generic pool of subjects
in this way is always complicated because these targeted individuals have
to always translate their conditions of existence through an interpellation
of ideology as practice.10 This would suggest that something as fundamental
and transcendent as ‘Wahhabism’ is in fact a product of the structures and
processes sustaining the ‘superstructure’ of any number of social orders that
feed this ideological reordering of some Islamic principles. The samematrix of
power informing associations of ksa withWahhabism also pressures people to
presumably join a ‘terrorist’ group like Daʿish. The crucial dynamic beyond this
is the use of the images of Daʿish to influence and shape how the audience of
fear-mongering is expected to react. The conditions that animate ‘the West’s’
terrified reaction to Daʿish (the quintessential Islam) are the same that would
have normally led many to mobilise against the same forces of dispossession
and exploitation that are now promising to protect them.

Althusser’s understanding of ideology arms us with a way to grasp how the
direct imposition of power – by way of thrusting a ready-made cartoon charac-
ter – imposes an order of power – by way of an ideological turn – that expects
those now adequately terrorised enough to surrender constitutional rights and
all appreciation of their long-term interests. This surrender to state power ulti-
mately sustains the family of hegemons that will continue to benefit from the

way of their internalised hostility toward each other, service unrecognised interests. These
conflicts manifested in the form of ‘Islam’ today reflect an individual (and thus societal)
contradiction that is overdeterminedby them. Furthermore, overdetermination-as-Daʿish
is tied to the real wars that capitalist powers inflict on the world, even if the rhetoric sug-
gests Daʿish is only accessible as a fact through the ideologies produced by the real forces
of power. This type of interpretation is Althusser’s contribution to how we may want to
analyse the early twenty-first century’s ‘War on Terror’. The Daʿish as an overdetermina-
tion is accessible only if we see it in relation to all those factors of capitalist exploitation
that produce the context for which peoples in both the Middle East and ‘the West’ can
understand it as a ‘threat’ par excellence. See Althusser 2010, pp. 89–128. This process
takes place because the reference to Daʿish in this narrow frame assures that all the actors
involved correctly identify with those factors that create the individuals (and groups of
actors) who are then treated as capable or incapable of precipitating change. The know-
ledge that reifies the role of all the participants is, of course, fallible. After all, it relies on
the discursive interpretations of (somewhat) non-discursive practices. Thismakes it often
difficult to actually come to a conclusion as to what is being interpreted/observed, often
requiring forms of inquiry that either are beyondmost people’s reach or prove impossible
to contradictwith the current tools of debate available. See especially Lewis 2005, pp. 453–
68.

10 Althusser 2001, pp. 152–5.
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order of exploitation synonymous with the modern world. In short, Wahha-
bismand, by extension for the purposes of this chapter, Political Islamas recon-
stituted by Daʿish, the client of the Saudi/Qatari regime, is but a reproduction
of the set of social relations that benefits certain interests in need of a distor-
tion of social conditions that could otherwise produce real opposition in the
core societies of the ‘Western world’.

What is essential for us is to break out of the self-evidence of ‘references’
to ‘Islam’ that limit our ability to analyse where power politics produce Islam-
as-Ideology and vice versa. Recall that ideology had to be experienced, or as
Althusserwrote in ForMarx, ideology is ‘lived’ asmuch as ‘imagined’ and is thus
a reflectionof a relation that seemsbeyond the conscious but is still entrenched
in the ways in which Muslims are expected to live the relation between their
conditions (often in dire poverty or violence).11 The Islam perpetuated in the
media, and often manifested for people facing the masked men purporting to
represent it in the physical form, becomes the realisation of an ideological con-
struct necessary to extend the power of capital. The Islam of those servicing
the hegemonic ambitions of Euro-American capital is as much an order of a
humanist consciousness, ‘the practico-social function’, in which many factors
intervene to ensure that the ‘theoretical’ always remains adaptable to con-
tingency.12 Put differently, the ideological confines of Islam à la Saudi-funded
Daʿish reflect social formations that are reinforcing the actual process of con-
ceptualising Political Islam in its desired ways by perpetuating the oppression
of thosemeant to feel threatened by a violence perpetuated byDaʿish. This pro-
jection of fear requires the reification of the scope of conditions necessary to
sustain the ideological project through corporate media outlets as well as its
enforcement by way of hardline Islamists from, in the case of the Saudi state,
the notorious Commission for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice
which patrols the streets of the ‘Kingdom’ and selectively arrests people offend-
ing ‘Islamic principles’.

As such, the prevailing ideology of Wahhabism/Islamic Fundamentalism as
practiced within an identifiable political space – first the ‘Kingdom’ and now
the ‘Islamic State’ spread along conquered swaths of Iraqi and Syrian territory –
operates as much within the confines of ‘the West’ as the Middle East. To use
Althusser to appreciate this evolution of Islam-as-ideal-other, we may want
to consider that the emergence of Daʿish is ‘not an aberration or contingent
excrescence of history [but may be the manifestation of] a structure essential

11 Althusser 2010, p. 233.
12 Althusser 2010, pp. 219–31.
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to the historical life of society’.13 This society is the construct of capitalism
in the twentieth century. In other words, the presence of Daʿish and the fear
it produces is serving a social function that is translated into forms of state
(corporate) power,which at once satiates civilians’/people’s needs to latch onto
a coherent binary opposition while conceding yet again their future to a war
benefiting the interests of the military industrial complex, the ‘too big to fail’
banks and energy oligarchies.

The century-long project of injecting Islam, by way of its surrogate incub-
ator – ksa – has helped form the context inwhichmen andwomen themselves
become informed, transformed, and equipped to respond as expected to their
conditions of existence. As Althusser reminded us, this process of socialisation
requires a system of ideas, beliefs, and values by whichmen andwomen exper-
ience their world as a coherent whole, a whole that is juxtaposed to something
like ‘Islam’ in order to find their place as subjects to the exploitative state appar-
atus, the ideal vehicle to secure full-spectrum domination.

Ideology aims for cohesion, and it succeeds when a social subject emerges,
a human being (and her affiliates) who can be made to feel threatened and
vulnerable to coherent, almost physical, threats like Islam. The people behind
the masks/veils/beards, for Althusser, may not be distinguishable individuals
with stories of their own (that would lead us to an essentialist problematic of
alienation in order to account for their apparent ‘anti-social behaviour’, their
‘barbarism’) because the ideologywe consume as Islam is what actually creates
these objects of fear, and the subjects targeted by this fear. The creature that is
both feared and terrified is the product of ideology, a modern tool of control
that disguises the real contradictions of life while steering the target toward a
horizon of action that is at once subordinating them to the whims of capital
and selectively alienating them from the real acknowledgement of their plight.
In other words, how the isa operates is to make for our consumption (and
thus our indoctrination into fearing this idealised other) an articulate threat, a
dangerous Muslim other, rather than having the target take into account what
may contribute to both the conditions of such fear and their actual utility. Part
of this process of indoctrinating fear in the audience, and mobilising others
who are expected to play the role of terrorists, is the role ideology plays in dis-
guising the existing social contradictions by naturalising these existing social
relations that are clearly meant to reinforce fear of the other. The positions
occupied by targeted subjects of these isas within an imaginary discourse that
presents their relations with others (Daʿish, and by default Muslims) as inev-

13 Althusser 2010, pp. 232–3.
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itable (thereby excluding the possibility that things might be different) and
coherent (thereby excluding or rationalising the existence of problems within
these social relations) leaves most of us watching this emerging menace of
Daʿish powerless.

Such an effectivemobilisation through isas of conditions that obscure cause
and effect includes reading the forces at play behind this manipulation within
what Althusser conceived as a comprehensive realisation of ‘real’ material
conditions.14 The conditions that drive our world in these polarities reflect
expressions of socio-economic structures that must be analysed, an insistence
that helps Althusser abandon Hegelian dialectics which likely contribute to
the exploitative power of Daʿish (Islam) as the quintessential other to the
west.15 It may be useful to see the modes of production that produce false
dichotomies (in order to terrorise people into submitting to their subjugation
by unknown others) as references that cannot be reduced to the expression
of one essential principle like an idealised ‘Islam’. For us to extricate ourselves
from this analytical quagmire in an ethical way requires thatwe remember that
the material specificity and diversity of political economic conditions create
power structures and thus society. Modes of production, including religious
practice, can on occasion inform the exploitative economic practices that
in turn inform the ‘contradictions’ in our contemporary social formations, a
relationship thatmeans the social conditions of those terrified by the presence
of Daʿish on their television screens are ‘inseparable from the total structure
of the social body in which it is found, [in other words] inseparable from its
formal conditions of existence’.16

In this context, these contradictions that confound the extent to which
people in the West are rightfully terrified is actually ‘overdetermined’. In our
case today, this may be read to mean that every contradiction informed by
the conditions we experience throughout society, within a corrupted state, or
in individuals, is not easily confined to accommodate the favoured and most
mobilised categories of pundits eager to speak in opposition. Since each con-
tradiction leading to the manipulation of those who are the victims of exploit-
ation in ways that compel them to believe that they need protection from
those same forces is reflective of specific conditions that are always overde-
termined. InAlthusser’s terms, thesepeople afflictedby layers of indoctrination
are products of ‘the historically concrete forms and circumstances in which it

14 Althusser 2010, pp. 183–7.
15 Althusser 2010, pp. 89–104.
16 Althusser 2010, p. 101.
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is exercised’.17 Once we recognise this, we can develop a greater resistance to
evoking these ‘forces’ in terms that reify our conditions of terror.

Overdetermination can thus be observed today as the plethora of contra-
dictions that make up our ‘whole’ system (punctuated by the seeming polar
opposites of ‘Islam’ and ‘Civilisation’) and are reflected at the individual level
in the formof ‘terror’, an individual expression of the contradictions of contem-
porary conditions of production, make such expressions as Daʿish-as-Islam the
crucial tool of indoctrination andmobilisation. Again put in terms of Althusser,
the very place of Daʿish today is overdetermined in that its presence serves
as the contradictory expressions of both uneven developments that margin-
alise those whomay be attracted to the promises of salaries used to build these
‘armies’, aswell as inform the base fears of those told to abhor ‘isis’ as the quint-
essential other. ThusDaʿish as the fearful non-West ismade actual by the ‘forms
of the superstructure [that exploits the world’s Muslims]’; these are ways of
explaining the world that are conceived from within a dominant ideology that
ensures the reproduction of existing relations of production. As Althusser puts
it, ‘reproduction of labour power requires not only a reproduction of its skills,
but also, at the same time, a reproduction of its submission to the rules of the
established order, i.e., a reproduction of submission to the ruling ideology for
theworkers, and a reproduction of the ability tomanipulate the ruling ideology
correctly by the agents of exploitation and repression’.18 Crucially, to reproduce
the existing relations of exploitation, theremust be agents – be it bearded ‘tak-
firis’ or special operations heroes dropping from planes – who presumably can
help cater to theneeds of those targeted for indoctrinationwhile inducingwhat
Althusser calls ‘interpellation’. Recall that for Althusser, the labelling process
that effectively categorises the subject is the function of all ideology: ‘every
ideology has the function … of “constituting” concrete [individuals as] sub-
jects’.19 As the identifiable subject for this constitutive exercise is identifiable
as a pre-existent, ‘natural’ constituent to ‘Islam-as-anti-Western’, an ideology
that ‘recruits’ individuals by way of ‘transforming’ them into subjects by this
process called interpellation ultimately guarantees that any counter-narrative
is crippled by an incredulous, ‘terrified’ audience.20

Another way of putting it is that the ideology spewed by ksa, Daʿish via You-
Tube or ‘mainstream media outlets’ around the world interpellates concrete
individuals as concrete subjects for indoctrination bymeans of the pre-existing

17 Althusser 2010, p. 106.
18 Althusser 2001, p. 132.
19 Althusser 2014b, p. 188.
20 Althusser 2014b, pp. 189–97.
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category of the subject (in a negative sense, ‘westerners’ are not Muslim or a
member of Daʿish). This relationship invariably creates subordinate subjects
who are controlled by their being labelled subject-objects. Objects of fear or
as ‘targets’ or subjects in relation to those negative objects like Daʿish (or ‘the
West’/infidels) conveniently reinforce the logic of theworld as divided between
good and evil. To complicate how we study these social practices, therefore,
we must be aware that we tend to reinforce the superficial ‘opposition’ of sub-
ject/object and good/evil, by seeing human relations as crudely read Hegelian
accountings of the modern world.

As Althusser saw the individual as ‘always already subject’ and, as such,
always already enmeshed in the practices and rituals of ideological reifica-
tion, we may not be able to escape the interpellation process even as if we
recognise that we are first being subjugated by Euro-American power and
then threatened by ‘other’ forces who actually, by logic, are directly linked. We
are therefore already fearful of ksa Wahhabism and its ‘out-of-control’ still-
birth, Daʿish. Since ‘terrorists’ are also always part of this Middle East equation,
‘the subjects’ recognition of each other, and finally the subject’s recognition
of himself; … [this constitutes] the subjects recogniz[ing] what they are and
behave[ing] accordingly’.21 Put differently, we all are not entirely aware that as
much as we ‘understand’ how (or ‘feel’ that) we are victims of capitalist power,
we also end up reinforcing that subjective power by reading the world through
a prism that positions ‘Islam’ in such ways.

Herewe can appreciate how ideologymay be a realmof consciousnesswhile
also being a material practice that exists by way of the perpetual reenactment
of social, economic, cultural practices. These rituals thrive within the West
versus ‘Islam’ construct and become forms of practice that are ‘governed by the
rituals in which these practices are inscribed, within the material existence of
an ideological apparatus’.22 One must be careful, however, not to assume that
we can simply apply traditional terminology inMarxism, or even International
Relations literature, to pinpoint the forces behind this apparatus.

Althusser wrote that if one wishes to explain what actually constitutes such
an apparatus, one has to abandon the terms of the traditional metaphor of
a ‘superstructure’, as this simply disguises how the reproduction of existing
relations of production is possible by way of ideology.23 The same can be said
of the way we traditionally view the state as the ideal tool of the ruling class to

21 Althusser 2001, pp. 180–1.
22 Althusser 2001, p. 168.
23 Althusser 2001, pp. 96–106 and Althusser 2014b, pp. 53–6, 125–7, 135–9, and 237–9.
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repress the ‘subject-object’. Beyond the violence of the state is ideologywhich is
fermenting in various institutions usually considered ‘free’ of state influence (at
least in the post-Enlightenment ‘West’). What we are actually seeing with the
periodic rise of newOrientalist epistemologies, and their reification within oil-
rich polities entirely dependent onWestern military power (and presumably a
fail-safe associationwith a proper Sunni authority), is the fusion of state power,
the objective of the political class struggle, and the state apparatus, which
mobilises the ideological claims we are studying here. And still, Althusser
reminds us that revolutionary victory is not possible just when we change
who rules.24 Real victory is only possible with the destruction of the apparatus
that perpetuates the mythologies of, in our present case, ‘Islam’ as coherent,
uniform, and essentially alien. The persistence of the isas that perpetuate the
conditions of exploitation, regardless of the personalities involved, suggests
that real change is not to be found in destroying Daʿish, but rather obliterate
the actual structures that imagine and disseminate it.

3 Conclusion

The principal beneficiaries of the hegemonic capitalist turn – discarding the
nomenclature of ‘nation-states’ to resort to identifying the oligarchy around
finance-capitalismas transcendent of the analytical blinder – have instrument-
alised a narrow, ahistorical, and fully operational ideological Islam inways that
can be usefully understood through Althusser’s work. The partial result of such
ideologies of ‘Islam’ has been the gradual discursive confinement of otherwise
impossibly complex human diversity in what we call the ‘Islamic’ world. To see
this, however, requires abandoning the reductiveuseof such terms that are only
meaningful from the nineteenth century onwards. This requires remaining sus-
picious about claims that there exist unified polities loyal to creed, doctrine,
or state ideology. In sum, the twentieth-century project, on behalf of Euro-
American banking oligarchs by way of various state building projects, is to tie
‘Islam’ and thus ‘Muslims’ into an epistemology, one that functions to arm state
policies to frame Muslims as units denuded of humanity.

The need for an ideal type of ontological other must not go beyond a single
image, personified in the bearded man and the hooded woman, both now
entrenched ‘universal’ images of the paradigmatic Muslim, courtesy of both
media and academia. As such, the contentious relationships developed within

24 Althusser 2001, p. 142.
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and along the fringes of self-identified Muslim polities need not interrupt the
working function of such generic images. The trope of the violently hostile, aes-
thetically discomforting ‘Muslim’ operates alongside clichés that both enable
real ‘Salafists’ to operate as the necessary terrorist, conducting in recorded You-
Tube ‘beheadings’ the kind of psy-ops trickery mastered by Anglo-American
‘intelligence’ agencies decades ago. More than terrifying the targeted audience
in the ‘West’, suspiciously itinerate agents of intelligence agencies infiltrate
seemingly inaccessibly hostile terrain and help funnel lethal weapons to those
same terrorists who then serve the rhetorical magic of the ideological ‘other’
framed by the discourse on ‘Islam’ in the self-identified ‘West’. The actions
of Mujahidin filming beheadings in Syria takes the extreme to the point of
absurdity; serving no propagandistic purposes other than reinforcing the ste-
reotypes at work within a framework of interpreting and explaining a world
dominated by interests that seek to perpetuate exploitative labour relations
and the endless redistribution of wealth towards the .01 percent. This is pos-
sible only with an underlying ideological order that shapes how we interpret
events and ultimately how we understand the unfolding of ‘events’ and their
impact on our own seemingly disconnected conditions.

In the end, rather than attacking the Hegelian idea of History per se, by
analysing the implications of the general system from which History (in our
case Modernity) operates, Derrida’s often misrepresented ‘nihilism’ comple-
ments the more concrete suggestions offered by Louis Althusser and Michel
Foucault.25 Inspired by this, I have written elsewhere abstract presentations of
various, dispersed, and disjointed events taking place in and around what may
be called the Ottoman Empire to suggest another way to accord for the world.
By avoiding what still reeks of Marxist determinism while situating disparate
events taking placewithin theOttomandomains in the larger narrative ofMod-
ernity, I hadhoped to suggest that there is away to avoid reifying the totalisation
ofHistory so oftenunderlying the scholarship about imperialism in general and
the ‘Ottoman’ experiences in particular, while also undermining the function of
‘Islam’ within a self-referential ‘Western’ discourse.26 At the heart ofmy shorter
challenge here, one that also does not acknowledge the presence of the ‘West’
while reacting to the appearance of Daʿish, is the demand that I again borrow

25 On Althusser in particular, for instance, Derrida openly praised his critique of the ‘Hegel-
ian’ use of History as a tool to insert ‘an expressive totality [in order to show] that there
is not one single history, a general history, but rather histories different from their type,
rhythm, mode of inscription’ (Derrida, 1981b, p. 57).

26 Blumi 2012.
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heavily from Althusser’s complicated argument about ‘decentred’ and multi-
plied temporalities constituting historical moments that resist simple ideolo-
gical framing.27

In laying out his argument, Althusser asserted that there is no uniform, total
‘ideological base time’ to which all themany different temporalities happening
at the ‘same time’ can be linked. In such vast and culturally diverse terrains
of analysis, be it the Ottoman Empire or our contemporary ‘Islamic world’,
this is especially helpful because with an ordinary ‘single continuous reference
time’, it is not possible to write of many different events without resorting
to composing a totalising narrative.28 Acknowledging this requires that we
recognise Daʿish for what it is not, thereby allowing us to again identify an utter
lack of foundation to this claim of ‘Islam-as-history’ so crucial to terrorising us
into submission.

27 As Talal Asad has so eloquently reminded us in his work on ‘religion’, ‘Christianity’,
and ‘secularism’, these constructs of a very specific European context have either little
relevance to the experiences of those who lived in an era prior to the first mobilisation of
these constructs, or beyond the reachofWestern epistemology’s imposition (2003, pp. 181–
204).

28 Althusser and Balibar 1970, pp. 100–5.
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